
Aquasanita - Helika Tesa 860.0E
Prostorný granitový jedno-dřez s odkapem, určen pro horní montáž. Min. šířka

skříňky 60 cm. Hloubka vaničky 20 cm.

EAN: 4104601085872

260,52 €
217,10 € bez DPH

The company Aquasanita is one of the most well-known producers of granite sinks on the market. More
than 80% of its products are exported to over 30 countries around the world. Aquasanita sinks meet the
most demanding requirements for processing and quality of workmanship. Currently, Aquasanita is giving
its sinks a new name HELIKA. With the idea of living life at a slower pace in harmony with nature.
Therefore Helika, translated as snail. Helika products are designed to support a slower lifestyle and
create a warm, caring atmosphere in kitchens.

Quality kitchen sink Aquasanita Helika Tesa 860.0E - spacious rectangular granite/granite sink with a
draining board and overflow. The optimal depth (20 cm) of the bowl prevents water from splashing out
onto the surface of the kitchen counter. The draining part of the sink has a smooth surface, so water will
nicely drain back into the sink. The sink is easy to keep clean. The basin of the sink is very spacious,
providing enough space for large pots and pans.

One of the components of the Tesa 860.0E sink is also an eccentric control. The automatic drain
closure is a system that allows you to close and open the water drain using a button. An important
advantage of this solution is the fact that one movement is enough for immediate unlocking of the water,
without having to immerse your hands.

The advantage of a black granite sink is the possibility to match it with the rest of the kitchen, easy
maintenance, and attractive design. The main benefits include excellent resistance to impact, scratching,
and high temperatures.

The sinks by Aquasanita are made of a very high-quality granite material  SILISCANA,  it  is a third
generation granite known for its strength and durability.

Key features of the AQUASANITA HELIKA TESA 860.0E kitchen sink

granite sink with a drainer and eccentric control



Tesa 860.0E comes with an extended warranty of 5 years.
The advantage is the color variability and the possibility to match it with the rest of the kitchen.
it is a popular choice among customers for smaller kitchen spaces
sufficiently deep 20 cm sink basin
The sink is intended for top mounting.
suitable for a cabinet of 60 cm
made of high-quality materials

Note: Colors may slightly differ in reality compared to the photographs, as granite contains natural fillers
and pigments.

Final tip : descale using a one-to-three solution of vinegar. Apply the solution to the surface of the sink,
leave for a few minutes and remove with a sponge. A more fragrant way is to rub limescale with a cut
lemon.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Excentric control
Assembly brackets
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: Yes
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery + additional opening
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 5 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 43.6
The length of the bathtub: 48
Depth of the bathtub: 20
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 50
Sink length: 86
Sink depth: 22
Sink weight (kg): 18
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 56
Height of the packaging: 32
Depth of the packaging: 102
Weight including packaging (kg): 20.02



 


